
"The verb that's been enforced on girls is the verb to please. Girls have been trained to please. I want to change the verb. I 
want us all to change the verb. I want the verb to be to educate, or activate, or engage, or confront, or defy, or create!" 

-Eve Ensler's (The Vagina Monologues) TED Talk





episode format
Celeb Guest making noise for girls worldwide!
On each episode of Find Your Joy we will have
a celebrity guest who balls out of control via 
activelyactively taking a stand for and inspiring young 
girls everywhere! For example, Gina Rodriguez 
with her father’s affirmation, “I can and I will.” 
These guests & their stories will educate a new
generation  of  leaders, queens, goddesses.

# T r e n d i n g 
What whack 
AF issues  are 
p e o p l e 
talking about 
in the world 
ofof women?!
Let’s not get 
angry AT ALL 
as we discuss 
t h e m . . .

Laugh Hack 
A comedic 
sketch that 
also teaches 
girls how to 
live life more 
fullyfully & more 
m i n d f u l l y ! 
Think Key & 
Peele, with a 
tiny white girl!

(Ya I know, so like regular Key  & Peele. BOOM! half jk)



episode format

#HelpAGirlOut is the bulk of “Find Your Joy”. My guest & I read a letter from 
aa fan & get fresh with personal advice (and comedic reenactments) from our past. 
Girls will send in letters (let’s be honest, emails) regarding a dilemma, question 
or experience they need guidance on. After reading the “letter” aloud, we respond 
by way of witty personal anecdotes & depending on our guest, professional 
advice! I want our life experiences (aka. fantastic fuckups) to promote confidence 
for young women's successful transition through all of life firsts and into 
THE MOST ASS-KICKING WORLD SAVING SUPERHEROES. #NBD #adulting

Wonder Women 
Every episode ends with a 

catch phrase!
And a badass bettie in 

the world who is making Earth 
a better place! 

Like Nontokozo Zakwe, aLike Nontokozo Zakwe, a
 24 yr old HIV 

Educator in Durban,
South Africa!



Guests
My guests include YouTubers, celebrities & other leaders in their 

field; actors, Bloggers, musicians, dermatologists, psychologists, 

fashion designers, novelists and more! I will also bring my besties on 

air so we not only can be SUPER duper relatable, but so I can 

thouroughly embarass them & myself for entertainment value. 

#Yourewelcome! or as the kids say, #YW                         .

Emma Watson

Actor / UN Ambassador

Gina rodrigues

actor “Jane The virgin”
Hailee Seinfeld

singer / actor “pitch perfect”

Rowan Blanchard

actor “Girl Meets World”

AMANDLA STERNBERD

actor / MS. Foundaton

feminist of the year

||Superwoman||

Youtuber / #girllove

Ruby Rose

actor / model

tavi gevinson

rookiemag.com creator / ted talk

Malala Yousafzai

activist / Nobel Prize laureate



Interested Talent
Who wants to join this drug fueled 
rager that never ends?! These suckers! 
here’s a short list of Confirmed guests 
and other talent interested in being on 
find your joy! #COOLSTATSBRO

Anna Akana
Actress, Producer
Youtube 1.6M
Instagram 284K
Twitter 125K

Leanna Vamp 
Model, Cosplay CelebrityModel, Cosplay Celebrity
Instagram 305K
Facebook 985K

Grant Imahara
Scientist (Myth Busters)
Twitter 656K

Kevin Pereira
Host, ProducerHost, Producer
Twitter 277K

Amber Benson
Novelist, Actress 
(Buffy The Vampire Slayer)
Twitter 133K

Brittany Furlan
Comedian & Actress
Vine 9.9M
Insta 2M
Facebook 1.8M
Twitter 356K
Youtube 267KYoutube 267K

Virginia Madsen
Oscar Winning Actress
Twitter 76K
Facebook 239K

Keahu Kahuanui
Actor (Teen Wolf)
Twitter 285KTwitter 285K
Insta 247K

Mikaela Hoover
Model, Actress 
(Guardians of the Galaxy)
Insta 221K

Alison Haislip
Host (Battle Bots)Host (Battle Bots)
Twitter 156K

Alexis G Zall
Youtuber
Youtube 1.1M
Instagram 465K
Twitter 190K

Steve Zaragoza
Host & YoutuberHost & Youtuber
Twitter 167K
Insta 139K
Youtube 107K

Trisha Hershberger
Host, Youtuber
Twitter 163K
Insta 124KInsta 124K
Youtube 135K

DTrix
Dancer, Youtuber
Youtube 3.3M
Instagram 654
Twitter 397K

Sonja Reid 
(aka @OMGitsfirefoxx)
Twitch Gamer
Twitter 463K
Insta 422K
Youtube 744K

Anthony CarboniAnthony Carboni
Host, Podcaster
Twitter 136K

Tracie Thoms
Broadway Star (RENT), 
Emme Nominated Actress
Twitter 81K

James GunnJames Gunn
Director
Insta 312K
Twitter 253K

Chester See
Youtuber, Producer
Youtube 1.6M
Twitter 278KTwitter 278K
Twitter 247K

Clare Grant & Seth Green
Actress, Actor - 
Husband & Wife
Twitter 1.5M
Insta 658K
Facebook 605K

Ivonna Cadaver Ivonna Cadaver 
Horror Host
Twitter: 120K

Emme Rylan
Soap Star 
(Y&R, General Hospital)
Insta 78K
Twitter 72KTwitter 72K

Grace Helbig
Youtuber, Actress (Dirty 30)
Youtube 3M
Twitter 1.8M
Twitter 1.29M



Megan Lee Joy is an actor, educator, writer and producer.  Her passion is, and for most 
of her life has been, creating cinematic content with a purpose. Female empowerment 
and assisting young women in their path to adulthood as creative, expressive and 
capable individuals is that purpose.

In 2015, Megan produced, wrote and starred in the female empowerment film, 
Shevenge, directed by Buffy the Vampire Slayer's Amber Benson.  Last year, Megan 
was a frequent co-host of Kevin Pereira's series, was a frequent co-host of Kevin Pereira's series, The Attack, where she enjoyed the 
comedic and spontaneous opportunities it offered for direct fan interactions. 

At the University of Oregon, Megan double-majored in Theatre Arts and in 
Communication Disorders & Sciences with a focus on childhood development.  She 
spent 10 years as a teacher and behavioral therapist working with children from 6mo 
old to 18 yrs of age.  Megan studied theatre in London and completed workshops at 
LAMDA, RADA, RSC and others. 

Megan has also completed programs with some of the top leaders in the fields of mindfulness & personal development.  In Megan has also completed programs with some of the top leaders in the fields of mindfulness & personal development.  In 
In her spare time, Megan supports the LA-based mindfulness meditation non-profit, InsightLA.                               

She hopes our fuck ups can provide young women with some guidance to grow  gracefully and strong, with the ability 
to Find their Joy.

Megan Lee Joy


